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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. What is the benefit of using the standard
Local Route Group?
A. You can make call routing decisions based on the closest
gateway to the destination of the call (that is, the TEHO).
B. You can have a simplified dialing plan, in which you use the
same route patterns, calling search spaces, and partitions for
all offices in the same dialing domain (country), and you make
call routing decisions based on the device pool of the calling
device.
C. The Standard Local Route Group is used exclusively for local
calls
D. You can have a noncentralized dialing plan for all company
offices, to ensure reliability and remote survivability.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You deploy an application that performs sentiment analysis on
the data stored in Azure Cosmos DB.
Recently, you loaded a large amount of data to the database.
The data was for a customer named Contoso. Ltd.
You discover that queries for the Contoso data are slow to
complete, and the queries slow the entire application.
You need to reduce the amount of time it takes for the queries
to complete. The solution must minimize costs.
What is the best way to achieve the goal? More than one answer
choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.
A. Change the partitioning strategy.
B. Change the transaction isolation level.
C. Change the requests units.
D. Migrate the data to the Cosmos DB database.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
As the administrator of Cloud Insights, you installed the
Acquisition Unit and configured the ONTAP Data Collector. You
successfully added an ONTAP 9.5 system for monitoring. When you
add another FAS system, you receive the error message shown
below.
Error: "7 Mode filers are not supported"
In this situation, which statement Is correct?
A. The communication between the Acquisition Unit and the ONTAP
system gets blocked.
B. ONTAP Systems running In 7-Mode are not supported by Cloud
Insights.
C. You must configure the Data Collector for Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
D. You must use the correct admin level username and password.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4

2.Issue ALTER SYSTEM SET CONTROL_FILES=
'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk1/control01.ctl,
/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk2/control02, ctl,
/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk3/control03.ctl'
SCOPE=SPFILE;.
3. Issue ALTER SYSTEM SET CONTROL_FILES
'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk1/control01.ctl,
/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk2/control02.ctl,

/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk3/control03.ctl';.
4. Copy the control file from the existing location to
'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/cdb1/disk3/control03.ctl'.
A. 2, 6
B. 3, 1, 4, 6
C. 2, 1, 4, 6
D. 1, 5, 2, 4, 6
E. 3, 4
Answer: C
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